Laundry Products

1) WESTEX LITE
Eliminates hard to handle heavyweight drums. Made with the same premium ingredients as our high grade detergent...but with no fillers, so you get more washes—with less waste...and less weight.

Bio-Degradable
Sold: by the drum

2) Low Suds Formulation
Made with high grade detergents for excellent soil removal and bright clean laundry. Borax added for sweet smell and soft feel.

Bio-Degradable
Packed: 100 lb. drums
50 lb. pails

BLUE TEX Liquid Laundry Detergent
There is no better product on the market than Blue Tex. A blue-viscous, anionic built detergent — suitable for all heavy duty laundry jobs.

Bio-Degradable
Packed: 6-1 gallon bottles/case
55 gallon drums

WESTEX Laundry Softener
Highly soluble powdered fabric softener. Formulated to produce excellent results in all water conditions. Safe for all washable fabrics.

Bio-Degradable
Packed: 100 lb. drums

WESTEX Chlorine Bleach
- Superior whiteness & stain removal
- Highest available content
- Contains water softening agents
- Will not evaporate
- Works in all water temperatures

Bio-Degradable
Packed: 100 lb. drums

Safety Oxygen Bleach
- No chlorine—will not fade
- Safe on all clothing
- Economical. A little goes a long way!
- Excellent stain removal & brightness

Bio-Degradable
Packed: 50 lb. containers

BOUNCE® Dryer Sheets

Packed: by the case

FABREZE® Fabric Refresher
An innovative product that actually eliminates odors on fabrics. Designed to penetrate deep into the fabrics to eliminate odors where they get trapped. This one-step odor cleaning system eliminates common odors such as pet, smoke, cooking and musty smells. Safe to use on virtually all types of fabrics.

Packed: 8 - 32 oz. trigger bottles
UniMac Model 202

UniMac equipment is designed to produce a cleaner, faster wash in a minimum of floor space with a minimum of labor, operating costs and maintenance. The UniMac system reduces linen replacements and inventory requirements. More institutions save more money for more years with UniMac than with any other laundry equipment.

What Makes UniMac Unique?

Washing compartments: faster and more thorough soil removal without the use of harsh chemicals.

Turbo Jetspray: flushes out all soap and soil residues.

Rinse-Extract: three times as fast as comparable front loading machines.

Drying Time: cut by one-half because of high extraction.

Cuts Fuel Costs: half that of comparable front-loading machines.

No Vibration and no bolt-down to floor.

Stainless Steel Construction.

Separate Motors: if one fails, the other continues.

Less Expensive: UniMac is less expensive to purchase, install, operate and maintain than any other type of equipment.

Heavy-Duty: UniMac is the only heavy-duty top loading washer-extractor manufactured in the world.

CUT LAUNDRY COST FOR CAMPS BY $2/3$!

Call WESTEX for all your Unimac parts needs!

- Agitators
- Solenoids
- Timers
- Agitator installation kits
- Faucet Assembly
- Transmissions
Laundry Equipment

American Dryer
Uniquely Efficient

The incomparable AD50/75 brings together the best in research: economical operation, easy maintenance, operating efficiency and design.

- Compact cabinet dimensions.
- Fast drying and rugged use.
- Easy to clean lint filter.
- Built for high production.
- Two year warranty.
- One year wearing parts warranty.

Dryweight capacity: 50 lbs. or 75 lbs./load


Laundry Baskets & Carts

**Canvas Laundry Trucks**
with rigid and swivel wheels

A rugged white canvas basket on a hardwood frame with rigid and swivel wheels. Highest quality for long wearing economy. An outstanding cart for the transport and storage of clean and soiled linen.

| bushel capacity | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 10 | 12 | 14 | 16 | 18 | 20 |

white canvas with rubber wheels

**Laundry Basket**

No. 1245 — 1½ Bu.
Pack: 12 per case

Elevated Spring Platform No. 125

Self-leveling action eliminates worker fatigue in stooping and bending. Automatically lowers contents while loading, raises load while removing. With reinforced steel frame and vinyl-coated grey nylon. Special sizes to fit any box, truck, basket or hamper are available. Prices on request.

1-800-548-6785